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ABSTRACT

Coded modulation (usually with interleaving) is used in fading channel
cornmunications to achieve good error performance. The major benefit froin using coded
modulation in fading channels is achieved if each code symbol of a codeword (or coded
sequence) suffers statistically different fading (preferably independent fading). However,

in many applications of mobile communications (e.g. in a metropolitan environment), a low
vehicle speed (and hence a small Doppler spread) is very common. With a small Doppler
spread, ideal or close-to-ideal interleaving is no longer feasible and all codc: symbols of a
codeword would suffer highly correlated fading especially in stationary fading (Doppler
spread==O). Coded modulations will thus suffer seriously degraded perfolrmance. The
transmitter diversity using intentional frequency offset between antennas can generate the
necessary time-varying fading and maintain the effectiveness of the colded signaling
scheme. This work found that proper selections of the intentional frequency offset and
interleaving depth can achieve less correlated fading or even independent fading (if enough
antennas are used). Previous performance analysis based on ideal interleaving is not
sufficient for slow fading cases and this work establishes the performance analysis of
coded ~nodulationin fading channels for a more general case which pemlits correlated
fading iind pilot symbol assisted modulation. Also the prevalent union bouind is found of
large bounding errors in slow fading environments and an improved union bound is
presented to assess the close-to-actual error performance.

I. Introduction
Coded modulation is often used in the fading channel communications to achieve
robust performance and good power and bandwidth efficiency. The use of trellis coded
modulation (TCM) in fading channels has been proposed by many authors (e.g., [I]) and
perfonnance analyses with various assumptions on the demodulator structure are
presented in [2-41. Block coded modulation (BCM) has similarly been proposed for
fading channel communications (e.g., [5-71). In fading channels, the Hamming distance
of a code is more significant than its minimum Euclidean distance [3] if ideal interleaving
is achieved. Hence if a BCM code can provide the same Hamming distance and
throughput rate as a TCM code, they should achieve nearly equivalent performance in
fading channels. The major benefit of using coded modulation (usually clombined with
interlea.ving) in fading channels is that time diversity can be achieved so that each code
symbol of a codeword suffers a statistically different fading distortion (preferably
independent fading). Burst errors (typically caused by a deep fade) are thus spread over
many different codewords and the error correcting function of a code can then be fully
utilized.

Moist work in this area assumes that the fading rate of the channel is fast enough to
make tlne ideal or quasi-ideal interleaving possible. For example, the a.nalysis in [2]
assumes ideal interleaving and the analysis in [4] assumes the fading is f;astenough to
make the saddle point approximation valid. Often in practice the fading is very slow and
a practical interleaving depth cannot provide independent fading. This is especially true
for pedestrian (e.g., pagers, cellular phones, etc.) or slow moving vehicle communication
app1icat:ions where a very small fading rate (Doppler spread) is usually encountered. In

these situations, ideal interleaving (and thus independent fading for each code symbol) is
usually not an appropriate assumption and a more detailed treatment accouinting for finite
interleaving and correlated fading is needed. Also the prevalent union bound of bit error
probability (BEP) for coded modulations is found only to provide a loose bound in a slow
fading situation. An improved union bound will be presented to reduce the bounding
errors.
Spatial diversity is a well known technique to improve the error performance for
comm~~nications
over fading channels. While techniques of receiver spatial diversity are
well de:veloped, techniques of transmitter spatial diversity have not received equivalent
attention. For portable communications, applications of receiver diversity are very
limited or even not feasible due to the physical constraint on the portable receivers. In
these cases, improving performance by using transmitter spatial diversity is a more
approp~riateapproach. Recent research [8- 101showed that properly designed transmitter
diversity techniques can achieve significant performance improvement. Furthermore,
using b-ansmitter diversity techniques in combination with receiver diversity techniques
can attiiin the best tradeoff between amount of diversity and complexity. This work
investigates the transmitter diversity using intentional frequency offset between
transmitters to produce time-varying fading even on a channel with no Doppler spread.
This technique can achieve near ideal interleaving (i.e., each code symbol suffers less
dependent fading) previously not feasible for slow fading applicatio~~s
by proper
selections of the intentional frequency offset and interleaving depth.
This paper addresses two principle issues of importance for digital comnmnications in
a wireless mobile environment. First, the performance of coded modulatj.on with pilot
symbol assisted modulation (PSAM) is examined. The novelty of this work is that it
accoun-ts for the finite interleaving and the correlated fading inside a codeword.
Improved union bounds on the BEP needed for analysis in slow fading are also presented.
Second, the transmitter spatial diversity technique using intentional frequency offset to

produce enforced time-varying fading is fully investigated. Design criteria to achieve
ideal interleaving and improve error performance in slow fading are introduced.
This paper begins with Section I1 introducing the signal models. Section 111 develops
the BE,P performance analysis tools. In Section IV, the effect of usirig intentional
frequency offset in transmitter diversity with coded modulation is investigated. Section
V concludes.

11. Analytical Models
A. Sigrlals Models
Fig. 1 is a block diagram of our analytical system model. The coded modulator
transforms the input binary random data into a sequence of M-QAM or M.-PSK symbols
denoted as dk. The sequence of modulation symbols is then interleaved before being
linearly modulated on the carrier and transmitted.
In this paper, to demonstrate the characteristics of transmitter diversity with
intentional frequency offset, we consider a simple BCM and a simple TCM. The BCM
conside:red (denoted BCM1) is a simple repetition code which has codewords of the form
dl '= [dl~*d12*d131

where 1:' is the ith input information bit to the encoder at time 1 (the lth bllock) and I;'
takes th.e value of +I. BCMl takes 4 input binary bits as an input block and outputs 3 16QAM symbols (rate=1/3). The Hamming distance of this code is equal to 3 since any
pair among the 16 codewords of this code always have 3 different output symbols. This
code provides more equal error protection than a simple repetition code since the
information bits are scrambled into the in-phase and quadrature phase partls and are also
distributed in the most significant bit (MSB) and the least significant bit (LSB) of the
output symbols

.

The TCM considered in this paper is the simple code for 16-QAM

presented in [ll] (denoted TCM1) which provides a minimum Hamming distance of 3.
This paper considers narrowband digital communications on land mobile channels
and such channels are accurately modeled as imposing a time-varying multiplicative
distortion (MD) process upon the transmitted signal. One significant problem in this

channr:l demodulation is to produce an estimate of the time-varying MD for
demodulation. Common techniques for estimating the MD process are transmitted
reference schemes such as PSAM [12-141 and tone calibration techniques [15-171. These
transmitted reference techniques provide better performance than differential detection
[18, 191 in a fairly simple structure. This paper considers PSAM b~ecauseof the
simplicity and high performance. However, the revision to other types lof transmitted
reference synchronization is straightforward. The baseband equivalent of the transmitted
signal has the form

where u(t) represents a square root unit energy Nyquist pulse shapel, T is the symbol
duration and

d, represents the modulation symbol which can either be a pilot modulation

or a symbol from an interleaved codeword.

The 4 ' s are normalizied such that

E{pif]=log2 M. The known pilot symbols of PSAM are inserted (one every Pins

symbo1.s) in the transmitted symbols to help the demodulator derive a channel state
estimate. For spectral shaping and interference suppression purposes, the values of the
known pilot symbols are typically randomized [14] but for the analysis in this paper we
will assume all pilot symbols have

E{I~P)

= log2M .

The: channel model for this paper is the frequency non-selective, time-varying,
isotropi.~scattering, Rayleigh fading channel. With this channel, the input t.o the receiver

where c(t) is a zero mean complex Gaussian multiplicative distortion (MD) and n(t) is a
zero mean complex AWGN process with one-sided spectral density NO. The processes

n(t) anldc(t) are independent of each other. The isotropic Rayleigh scattering assumption
implies that c(t) is characterized by [20]

R~(.r) = ~ { c ( t ) c(t* - r)} = E~J~ (hfD~)

(4)

wheredforepresents the Doppler spread, Eb is the average received energy per bit, Jo() is
the Bessel function of the zeroth order, and the asterisk (*) denotes the complex
conjugate operation. In the simulations presented later in the paper, isotropic scattering
(i.e., (4.)) is generated by Jakes model [20]. Also note that in the remainder.of this paper,
the s i g ~ ~toa lnoise ratio per information bit (SNR/bit) is defined as

The first step in the demodulation process is to pass the received signal. (2) through a
filter matched to the pulse shape u(t). This paper assumes perfect s:ymbol timing
recovery and a first-order approximation that the pulse shape is narrow compared to I l f ~
so that the MD is approximately constant for a pulse duration and the IS1 produced by the

MD is negligible (see [21] for the situations when this is valid). The out:put of the deinterlea.ver (after the matched filter) is then

where c, is a discrete time Gaussian process with

*

E [ C ~ ~ ~ - , ] = R , ( ~ D ~ $ ) ,D jv

is the

interleaving depth, and n, is a complex white Gaussian noise sequence with variance No.

B. Transmitter Diversity with Intentional Frequency Offset
In (21, it is assumed that the interleaving depth is large enough so that each code
symbol of a codeword (or coded sequence) suffers independent multiplicatjive distortion.
Howevcx, for cases that have a very small Doppler spread, the assumption of independent
fading on each code symbol is no longer valid unless a very large size buffer is used.

This means all code symbols of a codeword would suffer highly correlateld fading and a
deep fade will seriously degrade the performance especially in a stationary fading Cf~=0)
environment.
One possible solution to provide diversity against fading without increasing the
receive:r complexity is to employ transmitter diversity techniques. Research has found
using intentional time offset [8] or frequency offset [lo] in transmitting antennas can
produce time-varying fading even on channels with no Doppler spread. However, using
time offset in transmitting antennas requires an equalizer in the receiver and could
significantly inflate the cost and complexity. For narrowband transmission where
equali~~ation
is unnecessary, using intentional frequency offset in transmitting antennas is
a better approach. Techniques of transmitter diversity using frequency offset dates back
to [22, 231. These early techniques require a bandwidth expansion of nearly 1D. Recent
research by Hiroike [lo] has proposed to use a phase sweeping technique which only
requires a small bandwidth expansion. However, [lo] only presented the idea assuming
ideal demodulation and lacked a detailed analysis. This paper takes the transmitter
diversity idea in [lo] and provides the detailed performance analysis for coded
modula.tion and PSAM.

C. Motlels for L-Diversity with Intentional Frequency Offset
This section will establish the signal model for the performanct: analysis of
transmitter diversity. Assume L spatially separated antennas are used to transmit the
same signal with intentional different frequency offset in the carrier frequency of each
transmitting antenna. The spatial separation between the transmitting antennas is
assumed to be large enough to produce independent fading for each transmitting path and
is also assumed to be small enough to make the assumption valid that all transmitting
paths suffer the same delay. This assumption on the spatial separation of antennas is
easily achieved for systems with high carrier frequencies (0.2-2GHz) which are typically

prevalent in mobile wireless communications.
The resulted baseband equivalent MD process in the receiver is then

ci(t) re,presents the independent Rayleigh fading process for the propagation between the

ith antenna and the receiver, and 2fo is the bandwidth expansion of the transmitter
diversity system. Again we assume that each transmitting path is accurately modeled by
indepe:ndent isotropic scattering (achieving independence will depenld on the link
geometry). For cases of particular interest, the autocorrelation of the MD process c(t) is
then

and

Notice that the difference in the autocorrelation of MD process for systems using
transm:itterdiversity (7) or not is the terms cos(2nfoz) and cos(2nf0z/3) .which provide
the enforced time-varying fading effect. Also note if the intentional frequency offset is
not used (fo=O),then the autocorrelation of MD reduces to (4) and this means no diversity
gain is obtained.
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Fig. 1. The block diagram of the system with transmitter diversity and PSA.M.

111. Performance Analysis of Coded Modulation with PSAM
In this section, we derive the error performance of coded PSAM with transmitter
diversity using intentional frequency offset.

A. Optimal Decoding I Demodulation

Th'e major tasks of a fading channel receiver are first, to produce a channel state
estimate

Ek

and second, to demodulate/decode the transmitted message. In a PSAM

demodulator, the 2N matched filter output samples corresponding to pilot s.ymbols which
are nearest in time (before de-interleaving) to c, are used to estimate c,.

These pilot

samples are defined as
T

]

ip(k) = [ipl,ip2,...,i P ~ N = Ap(k)cp(k) + Gp(k)

(11)

where A,(k) = diag(%, ,2p2,...,r?P2N)
, and i.P (k) is the associated MD vector of ip(k).
The optimum (Wiener) filter for estimating the MD [13] is given as

4 = r(k)R:

(k)ip(k)

(12)

where
r(k) = E [ Z2;~ (k)] = E [ ? ~
i.; (k)Fp(k)
Rp(k) = E[lp(k)i; (k)] = ~ ~ ( k ) ~ [ i . ~(k)]~;(k)
( k ) i . ~+ NOIN

(13)

E [ ~ s ; - , ] = Rc (mT)and ck = St (kt is the time index of k before de-interleaving).
Defining x and 2 to be the deinterleaved matched filter output codeword or coded
sequence and the associated deinterleaved MD estimate sequence respectively, the

optimal sequence (maximum likelihood) decoding rule takes the form2

,.

d = a r g max
di

E

Ed

I (d . c , x11=arg max
p

1

di

E Ed

where di is a codeword or a coded sequence and E~ is the space of all possible
codewords (or coded sequences). From (6), the vector x can be represented in the form

x=Adc+n

(15)

where c and n are the MD sample vector and the noise sample vector respectively, and

Ad is the diagonal matrix whose diagonal elements contain the transmitted code
symbols. For BCM, the length of the vectors in (15) are equal to the bloclc length, while
in TCM the vectors in (15) include the entire transmitted sequence. Since c and n are
complex Gaussian, we can have the conditional moments of x as

where

denotes the covariance matrix of the estimate of the MD's. Thus the probability density
function of x is given as

where ,Mx is the length of the sequence x.

B. Traditional Union Bound
Define the pairwise error event {di + d,} to be the event that the receiver makes the

*

p(e) and f(*) indicate probability mass functions (prnf) and probability density functions (pdf)
respectively.

decision that codeword d j is transmitted given the fact that codeword d i is actually
transmitted. Then the bit error probability of a coded modulation can be obtained as
BEP=

P{di +dj}(
d .€Sd

-1.

number of error bits in event di + cl .

number of information bits per codeword

(20)

I

where

The event probability in (21) is computationally unattractive anld analytically
unsolvable because it contains too many decoding metric comparisons. An upper bound
to (21) usually seen in the literature (e.g., [2,4]) is given as

Note that (21) is the exact event probability whereas (22) considers only the case dk=di
and is often a loose bound for the event probability. The prevalent tralditional union
bound (TUB) of BEP is calculated based on (22) as follows

number of error bits in event di -+d .

BEP L TUB =

pl {di
d '
I

~

3

A].
+ d j } [ number of information bits per codeword
~

(23)

For fading cases where ideal interleaving is achieved (e.g., large Doppler spread and
large interleaving depth), TUB is usually a tight bound of BEP. However, for the cases
of interest in this work, i.e., a small Doppler spread and a finite interleaving depth, TUB
is found to be a loose bound of the BEP. The TUB is loose for these conditions because
the performance is dominated by the deep fades and when a deep fade occurs many
symbol. sequences are likely to have decoding metrics greater than that of the transmitted
sequence and these sequences are not considered in (22). In Fig. 2, we evaluate the error

performance of the BCMl introduced in (1) with various fading rates., PSAM with
Pim=7, pilot symbol interpolation filter size (2N)=12, an interleaving depth Div=lO, no
transmitter diversity, and Yb=14.65 dB. The simulated BEP is obtained frlom 1,000,000

realizations of codewords for the considered channel conditions. The TU:B is very loose
in slow fading (small ~ D Tand
) is tight only when the normalized Doppler spread, f*T, is
relatively large. This significant bounding error is the motivation of our research on the
improved union bounds in next section.

C. Prcbgressive Union Bound
The reduction of the bounding error of TUB is accomplished by simplifying (21) but
not to the level of (22). The calculation of the pairwise error event probability is
improved by increasing the number of decoding metic comparisons computed to bound

(21). 'We propose considering K decoding metric comparisons instead of all decoding
metric comparisons as in (21) or only one metric comparison as in (22). To this end,
define the event

{ [ ( In '

Mk l j = In f xc,dj)] ln[f (x~c7dk)]}
and them

The approach using (25) which achieves the tightest bound of (21) is to pick the K events
which include the decoding metric comparison of Mi,j ( d j to di) and the metric
compa~isonof Mk j ( d to dk) where dk is one of the K-1 major competitive codewords
of dj and di. A competitive codeword of dj and di implies a codeword whose
distances from d . and d i are relatively small.
J

To evaluate (25) requires further analysis of the signal.

Frorn (19), it is

straight:forward to get

Mk,j={ln[f(Xlc,dk)/f(Xl~,dj)]=-6k~ + Z
where

H

akjZ s o

(26)

Hence (25) is equivalent to
pK{di + d,} = P { Z ~ Q ~ , Z 2 6kj , k = 1,2,...,K}.

(28)

Note that the indexes (ki's) in (25) has been simplified in (28) to make the following
derivation easier.
Define

then

The density function in (30) can be expressed as

where (with the help of [24])

and C15=E[zHz]is the covariance matrix of z Substituting (31) in (30) and switching
order of integration (care must be taken in selecting contours to ensure the switch is
valid) gives

ds.

If K=1, the integration in (34) is given as [25]

-C Re sidue[@(s)esGIs]Right Plane poles,

--I

2 7 ~s=u-jw

z

s

sG

if610
i f h 0 (35)

Re sidue[@(s)e Is]
Lefr Plane poles U{O} '

where a is some constant satisfying 0 c a c the real part of the first right plane pole of
@(s). For

K>1 cases, however, the analytical solution to (34) was not apparent and a

numerical integration is required to get the results. This paper investigates K=2 and 3
cases and defines the following progressive union bounds (PUB)
number of error bits in event di

2D- PUB=
d .Ed
I

+d

number of information hits per codeword

(36)

7

and

3D-PUB=

z {[

d .€Ed
I

number of error bits in event di

d

number of information bits per codeword
7

(37)

The maximization over dk and dl in (37) or the maximization over dk in (36) can be
replaced by maximization over the major competitive codewords of d, and di by looking
at the distance profile on the signal constellation. The result of (35) can be applied to

(36) and (37) and thus the two-dimensional numerical integration in 1(36) or threedimensional numerical integration in (37) reduces to one-dimensional numerical
integration in (36) and two-dimensional numerical integration in (37).

Higher

dimensional integration will achieve a tighter BEP bound but will require more
computing complexity.

The performance of the progressive union bounds are shown in Figs. 2 and 3. The
outcornes match the intuition that if more joint decoding metric comparisoi~sare involved
in the calculation of pairwise error event probability (i.e., using larger k: in (25)), the
BEP bound gets closer to the true BEP. Fig. 3 shows how these bourtds perform in
) zero frequency offset vo=O)
various SNR conditions where stationary fading ~ D = O and
are considered. If BEP=O.Ol is interested, a 6 dB SNR/bit bounding loss of TUB is found
in Fig. 3. 2D-PUB and 3D-PUB outperform the TUB 2 dB and 3 dlB in SNR/bit
respectively and this fact proves the significance of the progressive union bound. In the
reminder of the paper where we will evaluate the BEP with PSAM under various
conditi~onsof transmitter diversity, the 2D-PUB is employed.

... - - - - - -. -

2D-PUB
3D-PUB
Simulated

Fig. 2. Bounding errors in various fading rates. A case of Yb=14.65 dB, no diversity ,
and inkrleaving depth = 10 is considered.
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Fig. 3. Bounding errors in stationary fading (f,g=O). A case of no diversity (f,=O) and
interleaving depth = 10 is considered.

IV. Performance of Transmitter Diversity
As, introduced in section 11, the purpose of using intentional frequency offset in
transmitter diversity is to introduce the enforced time-varying fading in the received
signal.. From the point of view for performance analysis, the effect of using intentional
frequency offset in transmitter diversity is actually only addition of the terms cos(27Ef,z)
andlor cos(2?Ef,z/3) to the autocorrelation function of the MD process in (8)-(10). The
effect of these terms will be analyzed in detail in the following.

A. Achieving Ideal Interleaving
Ideal interleaving (independent fading on each code symbol) provides the best
perfonmance with coded modulations. This condition implies that the autocorrelation of
the MI1 samples at any two code symbols be equal to zero, i.e.,
Ideal Interleaving o E[ckclb]= &ak-,

(38)

where k and I are any two time indexes of a transmitted codeword. As we: can see in (4)
that if transmitter diversity is not used, then in a very slow fading situation (i.e., f~ is
close to zero), the autocorrelation of the MD process remains at a value close to Eb for
large values of z and ideal interleaving cannot be achieved in this case unless a very large
buffer in the receiver can be used and a long processing delay is tolerable.
The transmitter diversity technique using intentional frequency offset provides a
practical solution for providing independent fading. Fig. 4 illustrates the autocorrelation
function (normalized to Eb) of the MD process for various transmitter diversities
(multiple antennas) in a stationary fading Cfo=O) situation. Two features ciin be observed
from Fig. 4. First, the autocorrelation function of the MD process drops quickly as the

displacement goes large, and second, the more antennas we use, tlhe farther the
autocc~rrelationgoes before it returns to the highly correlated areas (f1). The most
important characteristic is that using more antennas can generate more zero crossing
points in the autocorrelation of MD before it goes back to the highly correlated areas

(f1). Since we place the tones (offset frequencies for different antennas:) with uniform
separation in the frequency spectrum over a fixed bandwidth (see Section 11-C), these
zero crossing points are also uniformly separated (periodic) to the extent of L (space
diversity). This property is very significant since 1) the most prevalent interleaver uses
an array processor which produces the uniformly interleaved codeword and 2) to satisfy
(38) reiquires the correlation of MD be zero at the displacement of any multiples (up to a
certain. extent) of the interleaving depth (Div).
As a result, (38) is now achievable in any fading situation even a stationary fading
situation if the frequency offset and the interleaving depth are properly s~~lected.
From
Fig. 4 and (8)-(lo), we can see that, for space diversity = L
L-1
f D. T = a Ideal Interleaving for time diversity = L
*IV
2L
Here we should distinguish two diversity terminologies, space diversity and time
diversity. We define the space diversity is the number of antennas used in the transmitter
diversity with the frequency offset described in Section 11-C. The time diversity is
defineti as the number of the independently faded code symbols inside a codeword. (39)
provides the criterion for achieving ideal interleaving with the flexibi1j.t~of tradeoff
between bandwidth expansion and buffer size with processing delay. 1:F only a small
bandwidth expansion (fo) is allowed, Div must be large enough to accommlodate the ideal
interleaving. On the other hand, if the processing delay is highly restrictive or the buffer
size in the receiver is a constraint, then a larger bandwidth expansion needs to be used to
obtain ideal interleaving.

Also from (39) and Fig. 4, we can see that

achievable time diversity 5 space diversity used.

(40)

This implies 1) if a time diversity = L is needed, at least L antennas must be used, and 2)
if only time diversity 5 L is needed (typically for BCM cases with b1oc:k length = L),
using ,C antennas with (39) can achieve the needed time diversity and using more than L
antennas will not improve the performance.

A-1 Cgmparison between BCM and TCM for ideal interleaving
It Ixcomes obvious now that one advantage of using BCM compared to TCM is that
BCM only requires a finite time diversity (equal to its block length) to achieve ideal
interleaving whereas TCM has infinitely long coded sequences and hence ideal
interleaving with TCM is theoretically not feasible in slow fading.
However, in the performance analysis of TCM [ 2 ] ,the effect of

emir

events with

longer length are usually neglected since their contribution to the BEP are trivial and
therefore pseudo ideal interleaving for TCM can be attained by fulfilling a time diversity
to the {extentof the length of significant error events. Take the TCM in [ l I.] (denoted as
TCM1) as an example. The Hamming distance of TCMl is equal to 3 and the
perfonmance analysis only considered the error events up to length 5. Hence a time
diversjty of 5 or 6 should be good enough to achieve the pseudo ideal interleaving. A
similar pseudo ideal interleaving idea can be applied to the longer block length BCM.

B. Non-ideal Interleaving Performance
Sir~ceachieving ideal interleaving for a BCM with block length L requires L antennas
and for a TCM calls for much more antennas, analysis for non-ideal interleiwing deserves
attention. Especially for real world applications where higher order and longer length
coded modulations are proposed and/or used (e.g., Reed-Solomon BCM, 128-state 128-

QAM TCM etc.), ideal interleaving in slow fading is more difficult to attain.
B- 1. E x a m ~ l of
e BCM 1
To illustrate the gain of using transmitter diversity with intentional frequency offset, a
simple: case of BCM is studied in this section. Another advantage (besides the finite time
diversity requirement) of using BCM is the simplicity of BEP performance: analysis since
the number of trellis paths of BCM are finite. Fig. 5 shows the effect on BEP (2D-PUB)
of BCMl by using frequency offset with varying interleaving depth in stationary fading
Cfo=O) and Yb =14.65 dB. PSAM with Pins=7, a Wiener filter of length 12 and foT=0.005
are considered. The optimal points of f$ivT

(which yield the lowest EIEP) for space

diversi.ty=3 and 4 are 113 and 3/8 respectively. The results match the zero crossing points
in Fig. 4 and (39). Fig. 5 also demonstrates space diversity of 4 achieves the same lowest
BEP as space diversity of 3 and this fact also matches our above argument about ideal
interleaving that the block length of BCMl equals 3 so that more than 3 antennas will not
improve the performance if ideal interleaving has already been achieved. The optimal
points of f a i v T for space diversity=2 is around 0.12. Note that ideal interleaving is not
achieved for space diversity=2 in BCMl since the time diversity required by BCMl is 3.
Fig. 6 shows the performance gain of using intentional frequency offset with
transmitter diversity in stationary fading. Again PSAM with Pim=7 and
of length 12 are considered. Optimal f$ivT

ia

Wiener filter

(from Fig. 5) are used fbr each space

diversity case. Shown in Fig. 6 are the simulated BEP (from 1,000,000 realization of
codewords for the channel conditions) in the lower curve of each group and the 2D-PUB
in the upper curve of each group. If a design BEP is

then around 8-110 dB S N W i t

gain is obtained by using two transmitting antennas with optimal f$jvT compared to the
case of one transmitting antenna (no diversity). A further 2 dB SNR/bit gain can be
acquired if one more transmitting antenna with optimal f$i,T

is used. Allso from Fig. 6,

the bounding error of 2D-PUB is significantly reduced in the cases that transmitter
diversity with proper f a i v T is used.

B-2. E x a m ~ l eof TCMl
In this section, the TCMl (in [ l l ] ) is considered. TCMl outputs 16-QAM with 16state where the in-phase part and the quadrature-phase part are independently but
identically generated by a 4-state 4-PAM trellis code. TCMl has Hamming distance 3
and code rate = 112. Fig. 7 shows the effect on BEP (2D-PUB) of TCM1 by using
frequency offset with varying interleaving depth in stationary fading Cf~=0)and Yb
=14.6!5 dB. PSAM with Pinp7, a Wiener filter of length 12 and f0T=0.005 are again
consid.ered. The optimal points of foDivT (which yield the lowest BEP) for space
diversity=2, 3, 4 are 0.1, 0.23, and 0.36 respectively. Since error events of length 5 still
contributes significantly to the BEP, pseudo ideal interleaving is not achiieved by using
space tjiversity=2, 3, or 4 but the lowest achievable BEP is progressively re:duced because
the possibility of finding 4 periodic points in the domain of fos (in Fig. 4.) that all have
close to zero value of autocorrelation of MD in Fig. 4 is higher if larger spiice diversity is
used. Based on the optimal f@ivT found in Fig. 7, Fig. 8 illustrates the peiformance gain
of using intentional frequency offset with transmitter diversity for TCMl in stationary
fading. Again PSAM with Pins=7 and a Wiener filter of length 12 are considered. If a
design BEP is 10-3, then around 10 dB SNRIbit gain is obtained by using two transmitting
antennas with proper f@ivT compared to the case of one transmitting antenna (no
divers:ity). A further 3 or 5 dB SNWbit gain can be acquired if 3 or 4 transmitting
antennas with optimal f@iVT is used.

B-3 D{;gradation caused by Ideal Interleaving Assumption
In this section, we investigate the performance degradation caused by the assumption
of ideal interleaving in the case that ideal interleaving is actually not achieved. The
purpose for this is that if the assumption of ideal interleaving is valid, the decoding
compllexity is greatly reduced because the C, matrix in (17) and thus the Ci, Cj, Ck in

(27) are then diagonal matrixes. A simpler form of decoding memc (compared to (26)) is
obtainid as

where

A

is some constant and M is the length of the codeword. For coded modulation

that hals independent but identical in-phase and quadrature phase part of output symbols,
the decoding metric in (41) can be further simplified and divided into the in-phase and
quadrature phase parts. That is, if high quality estimates of MD samples are obtained
(e.g., a longer Wiener filter or a smaller pilot insertion period is used etc.), (41) can be
approximated as
M

metric, =

]r 5

xk - dk1tl1 = " 1 [ R e [ d - Re[dkl
1=1

2

1=1

+

1]4:[nfrI[

2

- lm[dkl]) .(42)

1=1

Separalted decisions on in-phase and quadrature phase parts can then be made and the
comp11:xity can be greatly reduced if modulations on the in-phase and qu,adraturephase
parts are generated independently (e.g., TCMl).
Fig. 9 and 10 show the error performance (2D-PUB) of using optimal decoding (26)
or deciding by (41) for BCMl and TCMl respectively. Again PSAM with Pim=7 and a
Wiener filter of length 12 are considered. Space diversity=2 and optimal f-JlivT is
evaluated for BCMl case in Fig. 9. The SNRIbit degradation of using simpler decoding
(41) as; if ideal interleaving is achieved is around 1 dB for BCM1. Space diversity=2 and
3 with respective optimal f a i v T are considered for TCMl case in Fig. 10.. The SNRIbit
degradation of using simpler decoding (41) as if ideal interleaving is achieved is around 1
dB (fo:r space diversity=2) or 0.4 dB (for space diversity=3) respectively.

Fig. 4. Autocorrelation of the MD process in stationary fading.

Fig. 5. The effect of frequency offset and interleaving depth in stationary fading. Shown
is the :2D-PUB of BCMl at Yb=14.65 dB.
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Fig. 6. Performance gain of transmitter diversity for BCMl in stationary fading. Shown
are the: 2D-PUB (upper curve of each group) and the simulated BEP (lower curve of each
groupll .
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Fig. 7. The effect of frequency offset and interleaving depth in station.ary fading for
TCM1. Shown is the 2D-PUB at Yb=14.65 dB.

Fig. 8. Performance gain of using transmitter diversity for the TCM1. in stationary
fading. The optimal f a i V T (from Fig. 7) is used for each space diversity case.

Fig. 9. Performance degradation caused by the assumption of ideal interleaving for
BCMI. Space Div. = 2 is considered and the 2D-PUB is shown.

Fig. 10. Performance degradation caused by the assumption of ideal interleaving for the

TCM1.

VI Conclusion
Performance analysis of coded modulation in correlated fading typic;slly for a slow
fading environment instead of an independent fading is established in this paper. The
traditional union bound prevalent in the error performance analysis of communication
systenis is found only to yield a loose bound of BEP for coded modulation in correlated
fading or a slow fading situation. Progressive union bounds which include more joint
decoding metric comparisons in the error event probability calculation are proposed in
this pa.per to provide an improved BEP bound for performance analysis in a slow fading
environment.
The transmitter diversity technique using intentional frequency offset to produce
time-varying fading is fully investigated in this paper. Ideal interleaving for coded
modulation previously assumed in the literature is actually not feasible in slow fading
especially in stationary fading if the transmitter diversity technique is not used. By
proper selection of the intentional frequency offset and the interleaving depth, ideal
interleaving in any fading situations is now achievable. Design criteria of the transmitter
diversity technique using intentional frequency offset are also introduced. For a less
diversiity case (space diversity < time diversity required), the optimal frequency offset and
interleaving depth can be searched by the performance analysis tools developed in this
paper.

When the optimal frequency offset and interleaving depth are used, the

perfo~mancegain of the transmitter diversity using intentional frequency offset is found
to be significant and is illustrated in this paper with certain examples.
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